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Abstract
Iron is an essential nutrient for the bacterial pathogen Staphylococcus aureus. Heme in
hemoglobin (Hb) is the most abundant source of iron in the human body and during infections is
captured by S. aureus using Iron-regulated surface determinant (Isd) proteins. A central step in this
process is the transfer of heme between the cell wall associated IsdA and IsdC hemoproteins.
Biochemical evidence indicates that heme is transferred via an activated IsdA:heme:IsdC heme
complex. Transfer is rapid, and occurs up to 70,000 times faster than indirect mechanisms in
which heme is released into the solvent. To gain insight into the mechanism of transfer we
modeled the structure of the complex using NMR paramagnetic relaxation enhancement (PRE)
methods. Our results indicate that IsdA and IsdC transfer heme via an ultra-weak affinity
"handclasp" complex that juxtaposes their respective 310 helices and β7/β8 loops. Interestingly,
PRE also identified a set of transient complexes that could represent high-energy pre-equilibrium
encounter species that form prior to the stereospecific handclasp complex. Targeted amino acid
mutagenesis and stopped-flow measurements substantiate the functional relevance of PRE-derived
model, as mutation of interfacial side chains significantly slows the rate of transfer. IsdA and IsdC
bind heme using NEAr Transporter (NEAT) domains that are conserved in many species of
pathogenic Gram-positive bacteria. Heme transfer in these microbes may also occur through
structurally similar transient stereospecific complexes.

Staphylococcus aureus causes a range of life threatening diseases and is a leading cause of
lethal hospital- and community-acquired bacterial infections in the United States1. The rise
of methicillin-resistant S. aureus (MRSA) and other multi-drug resistant strains has driven
efforts to discover novel antibiotics2. One promising therapeutic strategy is to limit
microbial access to iron, which is required by S. aureus to grow. Heme in hemoglobin (Hb)
is the most abundant source of iron in the human body and is captured during infections by
S. aureus using Iron-regulated surface determinant (Isd) proteins3. The Isd system employs a
newly discovered set of cell wall-attached proteins that first capture Hb on the cell surface,
and then pass the heme molecule across the cell wall for import into the cytoplasm. The Isd
proteins form a network within the cell wall through which heme is passed via protein-
protein complexes, however, the mechanism of heme transfer remains unknown4–6. A
central step in heme transfer is the delivery of heme by the IsdA protein to IsdC7. Here we
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show that the IsdA:heme:IsdC transfer complex forms transiently and we present a model of
its structure derived from NMR paramagnetic relaxation enhancement (PRE) methods8–11.
IsdA amino acid mutants that alter residues at the protein-protein interface predicted by the
PRE data are impaired in their ability to transfer heme to IsdC, demonstrating that transient,
but stereospecific complexes transfer heme after it is removed from Hb.

Stopped-flow measurements indicate that IsdA transfers heme to IsdC >70,000 times faster
than the rate at which IsdA spontaneously releases heme into the solvent7. IsdC binds heme
~10x more tightly than IsdA, suggesting that affinity differences drive the flow of heme
from IsdA located on the cell surface to IsdC proteins buried within the cell wall12. Kinetic
experiments indicate that transfer occurs via an activated IsdA:heme:IsdC complex as the
rate of transfer is dependent upon the concentration of IsdC, the heme acceptor (Fig. 1A)7.
IsdC and IsdA bind heme using NEAr Transporter (NEAT) domains that are present in a
range of pathogenic Gram-positive bacteria13. In order to investigate the mechanism of
transfer we initially performed conventional NMR chemical shift perturbation experiments
that monitored the 1H-15N HSQC spectrum of [15N] IsdCN (residues Ser25 to Gly150) after
adding to it unlabeled IsdAN (Ser58-Lys188). However, the addition of IsdAN did not perturb
chemical shifts of IsdCN even when it was present at 3-fold molar excess (data not shown).
This finding indicates that IsdA interacts with IsdC with low affinity (Kd > ~5 mM) and is
consistent with our inability to detect interactions between the proteins using affinity-tag
pull down experiments (data not shown). Thus, unlike structurally distinct hemophores in
Gram-negative pathogens that transfer heme by forming high affinity protein-protein
complexes14,15, dramatic increases in the kinetics of heme transfer between NEAT domains
are obtained via their transient, weak association7,16.

NMR PRE methods were used to gain insight into the mechanism of heme-transfer between
IsdAN and IsdCN. PRE is the only method capable of probing weak affinity transient-
encounter complexes at the atomic level and exploits the large magnetic moment of an
unpaired electron present on an attached probe8,9,17,18. Two IsdAN single amino acid
cysteine mutants containing a disulfide-linked methanethiosulfonate (MTSL)19 probe were
studied: S79CIsdAR1 and K135CIsdAR1. The positioning of the probes on IsdAN was
chosen so as not to perturb heme binding and their presence does not to alter the kinetics of
heme transfer to IsdCN (Fig. S1). NMR PRE was measured for complexes containing equal
amounts of [15N] IsdCN and either S79CIsdAR1 or K135CIsdAR1. Experiments were
performed in the presence and absence of zinc-substituted protoporphyrin (PPIX), a
diamagnetic analog of heme. The transverse 1H relaxation rate (R2) of the amide protons of
IsdCN was measured using the two-time point approach for samples of the complex in which
the nitroxide probe was either in its paramagnetic or diamagnetic state20. This enables the
determination of Γ2, where Γ2 is proportional to r−6 distance between the unpaired electron
and the amide proton (Γ2 is defined as R2para-R2dia)8,9.

Our results indicate that the presence of protoporphyrin triggers the weak association of
IsdAN and IsdCN. In the absence of PPIX the backbone amide hydrogen atoms of IsdCN

exhibit only small Γ2 values when either S79CIsdAR1 or K135CIsdAR1 is present,
suggesting that in the absence of PPIX the proteins do not significantly associate with one
another (Fig. 1B). However, when the experiment is repeated in the presence of
stoichiometric amounts of PPIX, significant increases in Γ2 are observed presumably as
IsdCN and IsdAN associate to transfer PPIX (Fig. 1C). The population of the PPIX-
dependent complex is extremely low (<5%) as the chemical shifts of IsdCN are unaffected
by the addition of IsdAN (Fig. S2A). The PPIX-dependent profiles for S79CIsdAR1 and
K135CIsdAR1 also differ substantially (Fig. 1C). This is compatible with the formation of a
specific transient protein-protein complex or a set of related complexes. Based on the PRE
data the nitroxide label in K135CIsdAR1 is closer to IsdC as it enhances the relaxation of its
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amide atoms to a greater extent. Importantly, the PPIX-dependent interaction is specific,
since in a negative control experiment, only small magnitude Γ2 values are observed in
IsdCN after adding a Glu79Cys mutant of Small Ubiquitin-like Modifier protein containing
the MTSL probe (Fig. S2B).

We used the PRE data and rigid-body simulated annealing refinement to model the structure
of the transient IsdAN-IsdCN complex. Structures of the heme bound forms of each protein
are known21–23. The protein components were docked so as to simultaneously minimize the
difference between the observed and calculated Γ2 rates using the methodology developed
by Clore and colleagues that accounts for the conformational space sampled by the flexible
spin label24,25. Initially, the single conformer (Ne=1) approach was used to model data
obtained from complexes containing saturating amounts of heme as these conditions yielded
larger Γ2 values. Fig. 2A shows an ensemble of structures generated from this procedure that
juxtapose the heme binding pockets and satisfy both sets of PRE data to the greatest extent
(overall Q-factor of 0.73 +/− 0.01) (Figs. 2A and S4A). In the IsdA and IsdC NEAT
domains, the heme molecule binds to a hydrophobic cleft located at one end of the beta-
barrel structure. In the cleft, one face of the protoporphyrin ring lies flat on the surface
formed by residues in strands β7 and β8, while the other side is contacted by a 310 helix. The
heme is positioned so as to project the propionate groups into the solvent and the iron is
coordinated solely by the phenol ring of a conserved tyrosine residue located in strand β8
(Tyr166 and Tyr132 in IsdAN and IsdCN, respectively). In all of the docked structures in the
ensemble, a "handclasp" orientation is observed in which the loop that connects strands β7
and β8 (β7/β8 loop) on IsdAN and IsdCN is positioned adjacent to the 310 helix on the
opposing protein (Fig. 2B, Table S1, Fig. S3). In this complex, the proteins are pseudo-
symmetrically related by a two-fold rotational axis that is co-planar with the heme molecule
and perpendicular to the long axis of the complex. Each heme molecule resides at the
molecular interface where it is simultaneously contacted by both proteins explaining how
heme promotes protein association. Interestingly, the positioning of the proteins observed in
the complex is generally similar to lattice packing interactions present in crystals of the
heme-binding receptor of IsdH (IsdHN3), another NEAT domain hemoreceptor that is
located at the bacterial surface26. This suggests that all heme-binding NEAT domains may
be able to transiently associate with one another in manner similar to the IsdAN-IsdCN

complex (Fig. S3). As shown in Fig. 2C, the experimental and back-calculated Г2 values
show similar profiles indicating that the "handclasp" complex accounts for much of the
observed PRE data.

The elevated Q-factors of the IsdAN-IsdCN "handclasp" complex indicate that this single
structure does not fully account for the PRE data, suggesting that additional encounter
complexes exist in solution. An ensemble refinement approach was used to obtain a semi-
quantitative structural description of encounter interactions between the proteins that may
precede or co-exist in solution with the stereospecific transfer complex. In this
representation, the handclasp complex (which was held fixed) was assumed to be in rapid
exchange with an ensemble of three encounter complexes (Ne=1+3, where Ne is the number
of conformers in the ensemble)24. The inclusion of additional conformers greatly improves
the agreement with the PRE data, yielding structures that have an overall Q-factor of 0.26 +/
− 0.01 (Fig. S4B). In the ensemble, a significant fraction of the additional IsdCN proteins are
positioned near both sides of the heme-binding face on IsdAN, suggesting that they may
represent high-energy pre-equilibrium encounter complexes that are poised to relax to the
final stereospecific transfer complex (Fig. 2D). Ensemble representations that do not contain
a fixed complex also fit the PRE data better than the single conformer model (Figs. S5, S6).
The activated IsdA:heme:IsdC transfer complex is presumably structurally related to the
transient IsdAN-IsdCN complex, as similar PRE profiles are observed when saturating or
sub-stoichiometric amounts of heme are present.
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Heme transfer via a “handclasp”-type complex is mechanistically attractive, as the heme
would only need to slide ~18 Å from one binding pocket to another and require only minor
conformational rearrangements in each protein. Moreover, the heme only needs to undergo a
modest rotation as it travels from the donor to the acceptor so as maintain an orientation in
which its propionate groups project into the solvent. This is because crystallographic studies
of the IsdA-heme complex suggest that NEAT domains are capable of binding heme in two
distinct orientations in the which heme molecules are related by 180° rotation about the α,γ-
meso axis21. To facilitate transfer, IsdC presumably distorts the heme binding pocket of
IsdA so as to weaken the axial bond between iron and the phenol group of Tyr155. The
specific set of structural changes imparted on IsdA by IsdC can not be deduced from the
PRE-data because the transient nature of the complex, results in small magnitude Γ2 rates
that have been modeled using rigid-body docking approaches. However, in the
stereospecific complex two IsdA-IsdC contact surfaces surrounding the heme could in
principle induce structural distortions in IsdA that promote heme release. On one side of the
heme molecule residues in the turn that connect strands β7 to β8 in IsdA (P162-I164) are
contacted by residues in IsdC immediately following its strand β1 (N42-I48) (Fig. S3). As
strand β8 in IsdA houses Tyr155, these interactions could facilitate breakage of the axial
bond by displacing the sheet. On the other side of the heme molecule, residues located in the
turn connecting strands β7 and β8 in IsdC (V125 to F130) contact residues following the 310
helix in IsdA (D86 to K93). This may promote heme release by altering the positioning of
the helix which forms stabilizing non-covalent interactions with the heme molecule.

Targeted amino acid mutagenesis and stopped-flow measurements were used to investigate
the functional relevance of model of the transfer complex obtained from intermolecular PRE
data. Two sites were mutated on IsdAN: Ile164 in the β7/β8 loop and Asp86 in the 310 helix
(Fig. 3A, Fig. S3A). These amino acids were selected because their side chains are
positioned at the protein-protein interface in which solvent accessibility changes by more
than 1 Å2 (Table S1). Stopped-flow UV-VIS measurements are consistent with these
residues forming key interactions with IsdCN during the transfer process as an IsdAN D86K/
I164D double mutant transfers heme to IsdCN slowly (Fig. 3B). This is confirmed by PRE
measurements that show IsdAN D86K/I164D mutant does not interact with IsdC appreciably
(Fig. 3C) and heme binding experiments that confirm that the mutant protein binds heme
with wild-type affinity (Fig. S7). Specific stereochemical interactions likely stabilize the
transfer complex as a D86A/I164A double mutant that conservatively alters the same side
chains exhibits less pronounced defects in heme transfer (Fig. S1).

Combined, these data substantiate the handclasp model of the transfer complex and reveal
that the kinetics of heme transfer between IsdA and IsdC can be attenuated by altering
potential interactions between their respective β7/β8 loops and 310 helices. In conclusion,
our results suggest that transient stereospecific complexes can mediate heme transfer
between components of the Isd system. Other clinically important Gram-positive pathogens
also use structurally related NEAT domains to capture heme on the cell surface
(Streptococcus pyogenes, Listeria monocytogenes and Bacillus anthracis), suggesting that
they will also transfer heme via transient protein-protein complexes. The ability to identify
functionally relevant interaction surfaces in these ultra-weak complexes suggests that small
molecules, which disrupt the transfer complex, could serve as antibiotics by limiting
microbial access to iron.

Supplementary Material
Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1.
IsdAN and IsdCN weakly associate with one another in the presence of zinc-substituted
protoporphyrin (PPIX). (A) Schematic showing the heme transfer reaction from IsdAN to
IsdCN. (B) PRE profile of [15N] IsdCN in the presence of K135IsdAR1 (top panel) or
S79CIsdAR1 (bottom panel). No PPIX is present. (C) PRE profile of [15N] IsdCN in the
presence of PPIX and K135IsdAR1 (top panel) or S79CIsdAR1 (bottom panel). In panels B
and C the Γ2 rates are plotted as a function of IsdCN residue number. Negative Γ2 rates were
set to 0. The secondary structural elements of IsdCN are shown above the profile where the
gray cylinder represents the 310 helix, and the black bars represent β-strands.
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Figure 2.
PRE derived models of the transient IsdAN-IsdCN complex. (A) Single conformer
representation (Ne=1) of the IsdAN-IsdCN complex. An ensemble of 10 conformers is
displayed (IsdAN and IsdCN are colored green and blue, respectively). The backbone atoms
of IsdAN have been aligned. All of the conformers in the ensemble interact with one another
in a similar manner. (B) A representative ribbon drawing of the complex showing the lowest
energy conformer present in the single conformer representation ensemble. Two views are
shown. The helices of IsdCN and IsdAN that abut the PPIX are colored orange and yellow,
respectively. (C) Comparison of experimental Γ2 values (gray bars) and back-calculated Γ2
values (filled circles), which are plotted as a function of residue number, is shown. (D)
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Ne=1+3 multiple conformer representation of the complex with the backbone atoms of
IsdAN aligned. Proteins from the Ne=1 representation of the complex are displayed as
ribbons, while the multiple representations of IsdCN (Ne=3) are shown as an atomic
probability density map.
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Figure 3.
IsdAN mutations prevent heme transfer to IsdCN by disrupting transient protein-protein
interactions. (A) Close-up image of the binding interface in the stereospecific complex. The
side chains of residues in IsdAN that were mutated to disrupt the interface are shown in
magenta (Ile164 in the β7/β8 loop and Asp86 in the 310 helix). (B) Disruption of heme
transfer from IsdAN to heme-free IsdCN. Transfer for K135IsdAR1 and the corresponding
D86K/I164 mutant was followed using stopped-flow methods measuring spectral changes at
354 nm and 380 nm as previously described7. (C) PRE profile of [15N] IsdCN in the
presence of PPIX and K135IsdAR1 D86K/I164D. The Γ2 rates are plotted as a function of
IsdCN residue number. The secondary structural elements of IsdCN are shown above the
profile where the gray cylinder represents the 310 helix, and the black bars represent β-
strands.
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